Intelligent, Software-Driven
Process Safety Management
Achieve Gap-Free Process Safety Management
Comprehensive process safety management, or PSM, is more than merely
a good practice. Adhering to this OSHA-driven framework is a must for any
business or facility that handles highly hazardous chemicals (HHCs).
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While few software packages are perfect right out of the box, OpX employs
a modular structure that lets you make exclusive use of the governance
mechanisms required for your processes. Whether you need to assess risks,
manage change or oversee non-conformity, our software gives you the
custom application that ticks all the boxes.

Attain Universal Compliance

Monitor

One of the major advantages of the OpX platform is that it’s intuitive and
easy to scale. Our secure, web-based solution lets enterprises delegate
critical compliance tasks to key personnel without massive training burdens
or complex rollout procedures. In short, you can enact accurate oversight
standards regardless of how decentralized your business processes may be.
It doesn’t matter how well you think your internal safety practices are
operating. Your enterprise can’t survive without a proven PSM strategy. For
this, you’ll require a management tool specifically tailored to the task. That
is why so many enterprises depend on OpX.
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Why OpX?
OpX helps you manage PSM compliance to safeguard workforces,
contractors, facility visitors and the material resources that power
your business. Our flexible, modularized solution also simplifies
compliance with EPA Risk Management, or RMP, so that you can
establish your firm as a key player in protecting the communities you
serve. In addition the OpX platform deploys uniformly across diverse
organizational structures, computers and mobile devices. As a result,
it’s possible to monitor the efficacy of your compliance efforts with
increased impartiality. Simply deploy without purchasing special
software or hardware, customize the tools you require, and go from
irregular regulatory adherence to consistent compliance.
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What Goes
Into Good PSM?
OSHA PSM standards
are enumerated within
29 CFR 1910.119. To comply
with the regulations, your program
should address the following
14 fundamentals:

The OpX Advantage
OpX is designed for comprehensive PSM that eliminates
compliance gaps with extreme prejudice. Whether
your weaknesses lie in storage technology, hazard
monitoring, toxicity labeling or employee training, our
solution makes it easy to customize your compliance
strategies for effective results. Learn how by taking
OpX for a test drive today.
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Custom Reports, Metrics & Key Performance indicators
Alerts & Email notification
Customizable to your individual process needs
Easy integration with existing applications
No hardware or software to purchase and maintain
No complex roll-out procedures to deploy
Flexible, easy to scale platform
Intuitive user interface
Anywhere, anytime access to information
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Services
Our team can provide a
wide range of application
support services including:
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Web Based Training
Implementation Consultation
Custom Programming
Data Import Services
Platform Customization

Manage process safety information
Streamline the Management of Change process
Develop Emergency Planning & Response plans
Perform comprehensive process hazard analysis
Document operational procedures
Perform & document compliance auditing activities
Integrate training, with employee participation initiatives
Mitigate process operation risks
Document incident & injury metrics
Improve organizational communication

Support
Accupoint Software
maintains a variety of
support methods including telephone
and email-based help desks, as well
as an online knowledge portal filled
with easy to understand support
documentation.

Security
All of your records and
related information
are secured with daily
back-ups, point to point encryption
and additional physical security
protocols.

About Accupoint
Accupoint Software is a global provider of innovative compliance management systems to the petroleum industry.
Our solutions help companies manage business processes, increase customer satisfaction and navigate today’s complex
regulatory requirements.
Since 2007, our mission has been simple: to provide industry leading compliance management solutions. Our team of
industry professionals draws upon years of experience to create comprehensive solutions designed to minimize the effect of
compliance on operations and provide performance analysis to enhance efficiency.

